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In this paper, we point out some practical obstacles arising in realization of compressional optical
coherence elastography (OCE) that have not attracted su±cient attention previously. Speci¯-
cally, we discuss (i) complications in quanti¯cation of the Young modulus of tissues related
to partial adhesion between the OCE probe and soft intervening reference layer sensor,
(ii) distorting in°uence of tissue surface curvature/corrugation on the subsurface strain distri-
bution mapping, (iii) ways of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) enhancement in OCE strain mapping
when periodic averaging is not realized, and (iv) potentially signi¯cant in°uence of tissue elastic
nonlinearity on quanti¯cation of its sti®ness. Potential practical approaches to mitigate the
e®ects of these complications are also described.
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1. Introduction

Elastography (i.e., characterization of mechanical
properties of biological tissues, in particular, eval-
uation of their shear modulus G responsible for
ability of tissues to maintain their form) is a diag-
nostic imaging modality that complements con-
ventional structural bio-imaging. Initially, it has
been proposed and realized in medical ultrasound,1

where \classical" structural images do not directly
visualize even quite signi¯cant variations in
the tissue sti®ness. This is explained by very
weak in°uence of the shear modulus on the velocity
Vp ¼ ½ðK þ 4G=3Þ=��1=2 of longitudinal ultrasound
waves, because in soft biological tissues, this veloc-
ity is mostly determined by the bulk modulusK and
tissue density �.2 Indeed, in most soft biological
tissues, the shear modulus is orders of magnitude
smaller than the bulk modulus, G � K, such that
the e®ects of variations in modulus G on propaga-
tion of ultrasound are diminishingly small.
Although the shear modulus may di®er signi¯cantly
(sometimes orders of magnitude) for di®erent tis-
sues or di®erent states of the same tissue, the con-
dition G � K remains valid and direct in°uence of
modulus G on ultrasound wave velocity Vp remains
hardly noticeable.

In view of this, ultrasonic bio-imaging of the
shear modulus requires either utilization of ultra-
sonic waves to visualize additionally excited
shear waves (for which the velocity Vs ¼ ½G=��1=2 is
directly related to modulus G), or alternatively can
be based on comparison and specialized processing
of conventional ultrasonic scans of reference and
deformed tissue images in dynamic or quasi-static
regime. The latter approach is called \com-
pressional elastography", where approximately
uniaxial (one-directional) stress application and
advanced signal processing comparing pre-and post-
deformation scans are used to characterize the
Young modulus E. For soft biological tissues with
G � K, the relationship G ¼ E=3 holds with a high
accuracy. Since moduli G and E are proportional to
each other, they can be equally used to characterize
the \sti®ness" of tissues, i.e., the ability to maintain
their form. This ability contrasts with the behavior
of liquids that strongly resist all-round compression,
but have zero shear modulus and cannot keep form.

In a similar manner, MRI techniques can also
be used for the visualization of auxiliary quasistatic
or dynamic deformations of biological tissues

for characterizing spatial distribution of their
sti®ness.1

By analogy with other elastographic methods,
several variants of elastographic imaging have been
proposed in optical coherence tomography (OCT)
(see Refs. 3–9), where auxiliary dynamic or quasi-
static tissue deformations are optically visualized.
One possibility is to excite a surface of a shear wave
and use OCT for visualizing the wave propagation.
Then, the surface/shear wave velocity can be re-
lated to the shear elastic modulus G via a known
theoretical relationships10–12 based only on the
measuring displacements in the propagating wave
without the necessity of making additional mea-
surements of stress, which is a very attractive fea-
ture of the method. This approach may prove
feasible in vivo, for example, in ophthalmologic
applications. As a possible limitation, this method
requires access to the open surface of the tissue and
the use of an additional device (e.g., a miniature air
gun) for exciting the surface wave. Similarly,
focused high-frequency ultrasound beams can be
used for exciting either surface or bulk shear waves
with visualization of their propagation by means
of OCT.13,14

Alternatively, excised tissue can be placed on an
actuator producing oscillations with known ampli-
tude and frequency (and therefore known as inertia
force). Then, by measuring resultant amplitude of
tissue oscillations, its Young modulus E can be
evaluated.15 Such an approach may be limited in its
application to the use of excised samples.

Another attractive approach that has been
actively pursued in OCT since the seminal work of
Schmitt16 is compressional optical coherence elas-
tography (OCE). Similar to the ultrasound dis-
cussed above, here the comparison is made between
OCT scans of the tissue in its initial and deformed
states. The tissue deformation can be produced by
the output window of the OCT probe, so that this
principle can be realized both ex vivo and in vivo
(if accessible by the OCT probe). The deformation
can be created either using a special (e.g., piezo-)
actuator9,17 or produced manually using a hand-
held OCT, with pros/cons for both approaches. The
use of a special actuator makes it possible to pro-
duce periodic stable excitation and perform
temporal averaging for enhancing e®ective signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR).18 This may be directly appli-
cable when studying excised samples, and
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potentially beyond them. The use of manual
compression is more attractive due to its simplicity
and easier applicability in vivo, although other
ways of enhancing SNR rather than periodic aver-
aging need to be developed (some are discussed
below).

Two decades after the initial formulation of the
basic compressional OCE concepts,16 the problem of
strain reconstruction by comparing reference and
deformed scans appears to be solved (instead of
initially proposed correlational principles, phase-
sensitive approaches have proven more practi-
cal17,19). However, the expectation that simple
visualization of strains throughout the OCE image
would be su±cient to draw unambiguous conclu-
sions about tissue sti®ness distribution (often ap-
proximated by a plane-layered structure) appears to
be oversimpli¯ed. This expectation implies several
simplifying assumptions such as a simple linear
relationship between strain and stress, and a priori
uniform uniaxial strain distribution in the vicinity
of the compressing OCT-probe window or a special
compressing piston.

However, recent studies of compressional OCE
realizations have indicated that real tissue situa-
tions can be considerably more complex, with
potential signi¯cant implications for bio-OCE
accuracy (for example, see Refs. 20–24 and the
discussion below). Among these works, Doyley20

described the ultrasound-based elastography, where
the main elastographic approaches use similar tissue
deformations (quasi-static and dynamic) as men-
tioned above; the reconstructed quasi-static or dy-
namic strains are used for obtaining information
about the tissue sti®ness distributions. In this
context, Ref. 20 is focused on the utilization of
advanced numerical methods for ¯nding the con-
nection between the initial reconstructed displace-
ment/strain ¯elds and the sti®ness distribution by
minimizing the di®erence between the measured
and model-predicted displacements/strains. Such
numerical approaches look particularly suitable for
bio-materials with signi¯cant (lateral) inhomoge-
neities in sti®ness, for which simpler algebraic
solutions connecting strain and sti®ness may lead to
signi¯cant inaccuracy. Recent works23,24 discuss the
application of similar numerical approaches in OCE
for improving the accuracy of sti®ness quanti¯ca-
tion. However, incorrectly measured strains may
result in signi¯cant inaccuracy of sti®ness estimates,
which may be important for both simple algebraic

solutions relating strain and stress, and for ad-
vanced numerical approaches similar to those used
in Refs. 20, 23 and 24. Bearing this in mind in the
following sections, we discuss somewhat di®erent
OCE aspects, ¯rst of all, certain features/practical
obstacles in experimental reconstruction of strains
in compressional OCE.

2. State-of-the-Art in Compressional

OCE: Potential Obstacles and
Their Mitigation

In this section, we point out some practical obsta-
cles arising in the realization of compressional OCE
that have not drawn due attention previously, and
discuss the ways of their resolution. Speci¯cally we
discuss (i) some complications in using soft inter-
vening reference layers (\compliant sensors"17) for
quanti¯cation of the Young modulus of underlying
tissues, (ii) the distorting in°uence of tissue surface
curvature/corrugation on strain distribution in the
tissue bulk, (iii) ways of enhancement of e®ective
SNR in OCE strain mapping when periodic aver-
aging is not possible, and (iv) potential signi¯cant
in°uence of elastic nonlinearity of biological tissue
quanti¯cation of its sti®ness even in low-strain
regimes where fairly linear tissue response is intui-
tively expected.

In what follows, we limit ourselves to the
discussion of physical aspects of the measurement
procedures, and of applying simple and practical
algebraic approaches for the inverse problem of re-
lating the measured strains to the elastic modulus,
although numerical (¯nite element) approaches can
also be very useful for this purpose.20,23,24 Iterative
procedures to enable best correspondence between
the measured and predicted strain distributions can
be particularly apt when the sti®ness hetero-
geneities have pronounced variations in the lateral
direction, exhibiting sharp edges and high sti®ness
contrast; however, such situations are not very
common in soft tissues. That is, in many biological
materials, the transition between di®erent sti®ness
zones is fairly gradual to be satisfactorily approxi-
mated by layered structures with smooth lateral
variations. Thus, simple ¯rst-order algebraic rela-
tionship between strains and sti®ness distributions
appears suitable. Since this is biomedically realistic
and considerably less demanding computationally,
in what follows, we limit ourselves to such

Mitigation of practical obstacles in compressional OCE
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straightforward relationship between strain and
sti®ness distributions.

2.1. Adhesion e®ects in using
intervening sensor layers for

quantifying underlying tissue
sti®ness

As mentioned in the introduction, the main objec-
tive of elastography is the evaluation of shear
modulus G of soft biological tissues, although in the
literature, the Young modulus E is also equivalently
used. This equivalent usage is possible bearing in
mind that for soft tissues, the shear modulus G with
typical values G � 104–106 Pa is much smaller than
the bulk modulus K that is dominated by com-
pressibility of water with K � 2:25 � 109 Pa25 (the
water content of many soft biological tissues
is �70% or greater, which thus dominates
both their compressibility and density). Since
G=K � 10�5–10�3 � 1 for all soft tissues, the
Poisson's ratio � ¼ ð3� 2G=KÞ=ð6þ 2G=KÞ ! 0:5,
i.e., remains close to � ¼ 0:5 typical of liquids. In
view of the relationship G ¼ E=2ð1þ �Þ,2 for
� ! 0:5, the shear modulus G is nearly proportional
to the Young modulus E (i.e., G � E=3). Thus,
both moduli G and E can be equivalently used to
characterize the soft-tissue shear sti®ness (to within
a factor of 3�).

If the tissue can be approximated as a plane-
layered structure that is compressed by a rigid OCT
probe and the tissue can freely move laterally (i.e.,
assuming no probe-sample adhesion (\stiction")),
then near the rigid-probe surface, the mechanical
stress � is approximately uniform and constant, and
has only one axial component.26 Then, the ratio
between axial strains of the layers is inversely

proportional to the ratio of the elastic moduli E
and G, and

"1
"2

¼ E2

E1

¼ G2

G1

; ð1Þ

where "1;2 are strains of the layers. Linear relation-
ship (1) is based on Hooke's law � ¼ " � E, and
means that axial strain distribution produced
by the uniaxial one-directional compression of the
OCT probe can also yield the distribution of the
tissue compliance, i.e., inverse sti®ness (moduli G�1

or E�1). We can now ask whether compressional
OCE can yield only relative images of the various
derived elastographic quantities of interest, or
whether (and how) quantitative absolute values
determination is possible.

Direct quanti¯cation of the applied stress (which
is needed to recalculate the visualized strains into
the Young modulus as E ¼ �=") is a nontrivial
problem that requires su±ciently accurate estima-
tion of force applied by the OCT probe onto the
studied tissue region with a known area (see e.g.,
Ref. 22 where the tissue is imaged through a
Fabry–Perot resonator that makes it possible to
estimate the variations in the resonator thickness
and thus calculates the applied force). Fortunately,
instead of directly measuring stress, the same
Eq. (1) suggests that one can quantify the sti®ness
distribution throughout the imaged region if the
elastic modulus is a priori known for one of the
visualized layers. Such a reference layer (made from
a translucent material (e.g., silicone) with a
known/independently measured elastic modulus)
can be placed between the OCT probe and the
studied tissue, and serves as a calibration sensor as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus, the ratio of strains in the
reference layer and tissue yields the ratio of their

Fig. 1. The use of independently-calibrated sensor layer to study underlying tissue in compressional OCE, and associated real-life
artefacts. (a) idealized plane-parallel geometry showing the compressional probe, sensor layer, and interrogated tissue that can
freely expand laterally; (b) an experimental example of interframe OCE phase distribution, with the dashed line showing the actual
interface between the sensor layer (homogeneous silicone) and tissue (tumor inoculated in the mouse ear); the inset zooms in on a
region of phase gradient heterogeneity in the homogeneous sensor layer caused by its partial sticking to the OCT probe.
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inverse Young moduli. In fact, this idea of the use
of reference layer was proposed in Ref. 27 for
ultrasound-based compressional approach, al-
though it has not found wide application in medical
ultrasound elastography.

In OCE, such an approach has been pioneered by
the group of Sampson et al.17,28 where the reference-
layer strain sref is estimated by measuring its
thickness lðx; yÞ in normal and axially-compressed
states via sref ¼ ðl� l0Þ=l0. Inside the tissue itself,
the strain is determined by comparing pixel phases
in the OCT scans for the initial and deformed states
and then computing the vertical gradient of the
interframe phase di®erence using a weighted least-
square procedure.29 We recently proposed an
alternate approach to estimate the compression
phase gradients called the \vector method"30,31 that
also draws upon the OCE measurements with the
overlying reference layer. The common and attrac-
tive feature of both realizations17,31 is that they do
not require the knowledge of the tissue refractive
index. The advantage of the vector method is its
robustness with respect to various noises, so that for
the chosen size of the processing window, it can
outperform the least-square method of gradient es-
timation even if the latter is used with amplitude
weighting to reduce contribution of noisy weak-
amplitude pixels (see details in Ref. 31); its addi-
tional advantage is obviating the necessity of phase
unwrapping even if wrapping occurs within the
vertical size of the processing window. Furthermore,
the vector method31 of strain estimation within the
translucent reference layer does not require visual-
ization of its entire thickness, thus sparing much of
the useful visualized area in the OCT image for
tissue itself.

The ability of this procedure to estimate local
strains in both tissue and reference layers may be
useful to minimize the distorting in°uence of the
boundary conditions (e.g., adhesion or stiction) at
the interface between the OCT probe and the ref-
erence layer. Indeed, the reference layer strain near
its contact with a rigid boundary may be signi¯-
cantly reduced. This is explained by partial sticking
of the soft reference layer to the probe, which
impedes ideal free expansion of the material in lat-
eral directions and thus distorts the apparent
Young modulus of the calibration material in the
near-interface region. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1
(b) by an example of inter-frame phase distribution
inside a reference layer (silicone) and underlying

tissue (tumor in mouse ear). The dashed curve
corresponds to the layer–tissue interface, and the
inset shows a zoomed fragment of the homogeneous
silicone in which the e®ect of partial sticking causes
noticeably inhomogeneous vertical phase gradient.
The inset shows that the gradient of color variation
is noticeably reduced near the layer–probe interface
due to the in°uence of adhesion. This e®ect pre-
cludes the use of thin reference layers (in practice
< 50�m), otherwise the apparent strain and the
corresponding e®ective modulus may be very
strongly distorted by adhesion e®ects at the inter-
face. However, for a given lateral size of the tissue-
compressing piston and other conditions of the
compression, it is possible to use a somewhat thicker
layer (say, �150–200�m), so that in the deeper part
of the layer, the strain distribution would become
more uniform. It is also possible to visualize only its
lower part (where the top boundary in°uence is
noticeably reduced), which is also advantageous by
allowing a larger portion of the OCT scan to be used
for visualizing the tissue. Our experience indicates
that the adhesion between the contacting glass and
the reference layer often combines features of vis-
cous (threshold-less) and dry (threshold-type) fric-
tion, so that simple arguments based on invariant
mechanical properties for a given layer thickness/
width ratio may be inapplicable. Further, without
knowing detailed input information about the rele-
vant stiction characteristics, numerical simulations
will not correct this. In such practical cases, direct
during-measurement visualization of the strain dis-
tribution in the reference layer (and its agreement
with the supposed homogeneity) looks rather
attractive.

On one hand, veri¯cation of the assumed homo-
geneity of strain over the reference layer thickness
may be less critical for visualizing the relative tissue
strain distribution. On the other hand, it becomes
really important for absolute quanti¯cation of the
Young modulus, since the in°uence of adhesion may
distort the apparent strain of the reference layer up
to several times. Such distortions may be particu-
larly strong for soft silicone sensor layers (with
the Young modulus �tens of kPa) with very small
G=K < 10�5 ratios, and further ampli¯ed by rapid
compression cycles (e.g., produced by periodic
piezo-actuators synchronized with B-scan rates
often reaching tens or hundreds of Hz). Under such
conditions, even weak interface adhesion that ap-
parently slightly impedes free lateral expansion of

Mitigation of practical obstacles in compressional OCE
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the reference layer may cause especially signi¯cant
decrease in its actual axial deformability.

A corresponding experimental example in Fig. 2
demonstrates that the in°uence of adhesion/stiction
at the interface with a rigid surface can reduce
deformability of the contacting soft material sig-
ni¯cantly (several times), which may introduce
strong errors in quanti¯cation of the elastic modulus
of the tissue. Figure 2 shows an example of depth
strain pro¯les across the silicone-tissue sample for
two situations: Fig. 2(a) with a normal (sticky)
OCR probe–silicone interface, and Fig. 2(b) with
lubricant (glycerol) added at the interface. The
strain is normalized to its tissue maximum (excised
rabbit's cornea). Note that the contrast between the
reference-layer strain near the interface with the
tissue and strain in the tissue itself are both nearly
the same, whereas the local strain in the silicone
reference layer may be strongly heterogeneous
depending on its stiction to the OCT probe surface.
Thus, simpli¯ed strain estimate for the entire sili-
cone layer thickness may be in error (as much as 2�).
Generally, strain visualization within the reference
layer helps to evaluate the distorting in°uence of
adhesion/stiction, and will help to assess the various
additional methods for minimizing these distortions.

2.2. Distorting e®ect of tissue surface
curvature

Another important issue that signi¯cantly compli-
cates practical realization of compressional OCE is

the uneven surface of real tissues. Figure 3 shows an
experimental example of such strain heterogeneity
for a homogeneous silicone sample with a pair of
wavy protrusions at the surface produced when
cutting the sample. Below these protrusions, regions
of locally increased strain (shown by dotted con-
tours) are clearly seen.

Tissues often have pronounced curvature of the
surface as shown in the experimental real-tissue
structural image, Fig. 4(a), where under the silicone
reference layer, the tissue (a tumor growing in a
mouse's ear) has a pronouncedly curved surface. If
the rigid OCT probe was directly used to compress
the tissue with its surface undulations, without the

Fig. 2. Experimental examples of the stiction e®ect in the reference silicone layer overlaying softer tissue (excised rabbit eye
cornea). (a) no lubrication added between the OCT probe and silicone, yielding very pronounced sticking and strain inhomogeneity
in silicone; (b) same, but now with a small amount of lubricant (glycerol) added to the left interface. Interestingly that closer to the
right silicone–cornea interface (at �700�m in the ¯gures) and in the tissue itself, the strain contrast pro¯les are similar for both
stiction conditions (the same level of silicone strain near silicone–cornea interface is shown by the dashed line). In contrast, closer to
the glass surface, the silicone is very di®erently deformed in plots (a) and (b).

Fig. 3. An example of inhomogeneous strain distribution in
a homogeneous silicone sample with an uneven surface
(two protrusions). The dotted contours show the regions below
the protrusions, where the phase gradient (and, therefore,
strain) is signi¯cantly greater than in the central fairly
°at region (the vertical arrows show the di®erence in the
characteristic scales of the phase-variation periodicity between
these regions).

V. Y. Zaitsev et al.
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use of the intervening silicone reference layer as in
Fig. 4(a), then compression-induced strain could
become strongly heterogeneous with maxima near
tissue surface protrusions and minima in the valleys
as in Fig. 3. In contrast to a priori known homo-
geneous structure of silicone in Fig. 3, the tissue has
unknown sti®ness distribution and its surface is
not perfectly °at. In practice, even common tissue
protrusions/indentations as small as �10�m may
already produce signi¯cant distortions of strain
when compressed by a °at glass window making the
visualized strain heterogeneity to be very di±cult
to interpret correctly.

Fortunately, a soft and °at intervening reference
layer between the OCT probe and tissue can

e±ciently help to smoothen the distribution of the
stress and to counter the e®ects of tissue surface
unevenness. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4 that
shows a real-tissue structural image, Fig. 4(a),
interframe phase variation (Fig. 4(b) similar to that
in Fig. 1(b)) and the corresponding interframe
strain, Fig. 4(c), and cumulative strain, Fig. 4(d),
corresponding to summation of �130 interframe
strains obtained during manually-produced mono-
tonic compression. The strain maps, Figs. 4(c) and
4(d), demonstrate that the strain in the center of the
scan is fairly uniform in the lateral direction despite
the pronounced curvature of the tissue (a tumor
inoculated in a mouse ear) located beneath the in-
tervening soft silicone layer. Direct compression of

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Use of a translucent reference sensor layer for OCE imaging of tissue with uneven surface and inhomogeneous distribution
of sti®ness (a tumor inoculated in a mouse ear): (a) structural OCT image showing the °at probe–sensor layer interface, homog-
enous and deformed sensor layer, and underlying tissue with an uneven surface (protruding tumor). Contours 1 and 2 mark the
tumor region and underlying normal tissue, respectively, (b) color map of phase di®erence between a reference and deformed frames;
note the regular phase variation in the reference layer (indicative of its homogeneity) and irregular phase behavior in the underlying
heterogeneous tissue, (c) corresponding map of interframe strain, and (d) cumulative strain accumulated over �130 frames during
monotonic compression. Both (c) and (d) exhibit higher strains in the silicone layer (as expected), and lower/heterogenous strains in
tissue; cumulative strain maps such as (d) are able to better visualize lower-strain tumor region 1 (encircled) and higher-strain
regions 2 (encircled) of softer nearly normal tissue beneath the tumor.

Mitigation of practical obstacles in compressional OCE
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the tissue by a rigid surface would produce strongly
increased strain (similar to local strain enhance-
ments in Fig. 3) near the top of the tumor, although
the latter is actually sti®er and less deformable than
the normal tissue beneath it. The strain maps in
Figs. 4(c) (interframe strain) and 4(d) (cumulative
strain) demonstrate that the soft reference layer
indeed helps to create fairly uniform uniaxial stress,
so that the strain heterogeneity in the tissue readily
delineates the sti®er lower-strain region of the
tumor (label 1) and more deformable higher-strain
normal tissue beneath it (label 2).

The normal tissue (region 2) is �3–4� stiffer
than the reference layer, whereas in the tumor, it is
sti®er still (perhaps an order of magnitude sti®er
than the reference layer). The tumor region is so
sti® compared with the reference silicone that the
reference layer even experiences apparent sti®ening
due to adhesion/stiction e®ects both near the glass
and near the interface of the silicone with the
sti® region 1. Indeed, Fig. 4(d) shows that the re-
sultant reduction in the reference-layer strain occurs
not only near the glass window of the OCT probe,
but also above the very sti® tumor region 1. This
e®ect should be clearly understood when quantify-
ing the sti®ness of very sti® regions below the
reference layer, since even for fairly accurately
measures of strains both in the tissue and the ref-
erence layer, the apparent sti®ening of the latter
due to stiction may notably distort the actual
sti®ness contrast.

2.3. Enhancing SNR in compressional

OCE when periodic averaging
is impossible

Another practical consideration in compressional
OCE is its robustness with respect to noises and
ability to obtain useful SNR even if its enhancement
via periodic averaging is impossible. The latter
feature is especially important for in vivo deploy-
ment using manually-produced straining of the
studied region, because various natural motions of
the tissue (in°uence of breathing, heart/blood
pressure beats, etc.) strongly reduce the potential
utility of stable periodic actuators. Thus, for in vivo
measurements (but also for studying ex vivo sam-
ples), the possibility to work without additional
auxiliary actuators and periodic averaging is very
attractive.

In this context, the ability of the \vector"
method31 to estimate phase-gradient within a cho-
sen processing window without the necessity of
conventionally used phase-unwrapping procedures
is advantageous. For this to succeed, the strain
should not cause the phase wrapping between ver-
tically adjacent pixels, but this limitation is not
very restricting; thus, the method is applicable
throughout the entire practical/interesting strain
range (up to �1%), for which there is not yet very
strong decorrelation of the compared images. The
possibility to process interframe phase di®erences
without the necessity to unwrap multiple-period
phase wrapping (which is known to be an error-
prone procedure) enables the use of higher inter-
frame strains (up to � 10�2) that are larger than
conventionally used strains 10�4 �10�3 in phase-
resolved methods.32 This is favorable for enhancing
the e®ective SNR, because the resultant elevated
phase gradients can be estimated with better rela-
tive accuracy than weaker gradients that are often
masked by various measurement noises (and thus
necessitate periodic averaging, if possible18). Indeed,
for a chosen scale Lz over which the gradient is es-
timated (i.e., vertical size of the processing win-
dow), the gradient dð�’Þ=dz of the interframe phase
di®erence and the total phase variation �ð�’Þ over
the processing window are proportional to each
other, Lz � dð�’Þ=dz ¼ �ð�’Þ. Thus, for a given
uncertainty in measuring phase ��’, the e®ective
SNR for estimating phase gradient dð�’Þ=dz is de-
termined by the ratio �ð�’Þ=�’ / dð�’Þ=dz. In
other words, e®ective SNR for determining phase
gradient is proportional to the phase gradient itself
and, therefore, local strain. This stronger-strain
detection advantage is diagrammatically illustrated
in Fig. 5.

Figure 5(a) shows schematic one-dimensional
(1D) fragments of interframe phase-di®erence de-
pendencies on the depth for three di®erent strain
levels with exactly the same numerically added
noise that almost completely masks the regular
slope of the dependence for the smallest strain, but
for the higher strains, the slopes look much less
noisy. Plots Figs. 5(b) and 5(d) show rigorously
simulated (using model of Ref. 33) 2D phase-vari-
ation diagrams for strains " � 10�3 and " � 5 � 10�3

in a two-layer sample with 50% contrast in sti®ness.
The simulation parameters correspond to a typical
OCT system operating at 1300 nm with spectral
width �100 nm, and the \decorrelation noise" due

V. Y. Zaitsev et al.
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to displacements of scatterers is also reproduced in
the simulation, although it is not yet very signi¯-
cant for such strains. The additional measurement
noises (with SNR�4.5 dB) are of the same level in
both cases. For " � 10�3, such noise very strongly
impedes determining the phase-variation gradient
(even for the used noise-tolerant \vector meth-
od"31) as shown in Fig. 5(c). In contrast, for mod-
estly greater strain " � 5 � 10�3, the phase-gradients
(i.e., local strains) exhibit higher e®ective SNR, so
that the reconstructed strain pro¯le clearly reveals
the sti®ness contrast between the layers as demon-
strated in Fig. 5(e).

In addition to this increased noise robustness
due to using moderately higher interframe strains
and applying the vector method, further SNR en-
hancement can be obtained by ¯nding cumulative
strains via summation of interframe strains for a
sequence of frames; such a cumulative-strain
map has already been presented in Fig. 4(d). The
monotonic tissue loading in this example was
manually produced. In comparison with interframe
strain, Fig. 4(c), the cumulative-strain map,
Fig. 4(d), is signi¯cantly less noisy and clearly
reveals details (e.g., the softer region 2 beneath the

tumor) that are hardly distinguishable in the
interframe strain map Fig. 4(c).

2.4. In°uence of tissue nonlinearity

on evaluation of elastic modulus
in OCE

Cumulative strain approach for enhancing SNR in a
nonperiodic-deformation scenario makes it possible
to signi¯cantly extend the range of visualized
strains to a several percent level (and even great-
er34,35), compared to sub-percentage levels common
in interframe phase-resolved measurements.29 Such
an extended strain range opens the possibility to
study possible deviation of the tissue response from
the linear Hooke's law (assumed in Eq. (1)), en-
abling the characterization of the nonlinear behav-
ior of elastic modulus in compressional OCE.

In agreement with previous data based on
macroscopic mechanical measurements36,37 and
measurements based on ultrasound technique,38

preliminary OCE results21,22 indicate that soft bio-
logical tissues may indeed exhibit notable nonline-
arity for strains �10–20%, but also for smaller
strains. Silicones also begin to exhibit notable

Fig. 5. Increased strain (but still below the onset of very strong decorrelation) is favorable for increasing e®ective SNR. The three
curves in 1D schematic plot show (a) interframe phase di®erence as a function of depth for three di®erent strains (phase-di®erence
slopes), but exactly the same numerically added noise, the masking in°uence of which signi¯cantly reduces with moderately
increasing strain. Plots (b) and (d) show rigorously simulated (using model of Ref. 33) 2D phase-variation maps for maximal strains
" ¼ 10�3 and " ¼ 5 � 10�3 for a two-layer tissue with 50% contrast in sti®ness for the same level of the added noise (SNR�4.5 dB).
Panels (c) and (e) are the corresponding vertical strain pro¯les to show that the e®ective SNR for ¯nding strain map is signi¯cantly
better for " ¼ 5 � 10�3 than that for " ¼ 10�3.

Mitigation of practical obstacles in compressional OCE
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deviations from the linear behavior for strains > 20–
30%.17 However, the reference silicone layer quite
often has elastic modulus several times greater than
tissue and still exhibits linear behavior whereas soft
tissue may already demonstrate nonlinear response.
Thus, plotting the tissue strain against the refer-
ence-layer strain in compressional OCE with
properly chosen sti®ness of the reference layer cor-
responds to plotting the stress–strain relationship of
the tissue including the nonlinear regime, which
opens up an exciting possibility for studying tissue
response over a wide strain range, including char-
acterization of its potentially nonlinear behavior.
This may be useful in distinguishing di®erent tumor
types based on their nonlinear-elastic response dif-
ferences. Some initial demonstrations of this non-
linearity approach using ultrasound have been
reported,38 using iterative matching of the mea-
sured and predicted deformations for nearly
incompressible material with assumed Veronda–
Westman constitutive nonlinearity law;39 such
methods are yet to be attempted in compressional
OCE, and may indeed prove useful. In contrast, our
proposed methodology is computationally simpler
and does not require a priori assumptions about the
character of the tissue nonlinearity. For the derived
nonlinearity, one can use a reasonable approxi-
mating function (e.g., add a simple quadratic-in-
strain correction to the linear Hooke's law or choose
a more sophisticated dependence) and determine
the ¯tting parameters including nonlinear one(s).

An experimental example of a so-obtained stress–
strain relationship is presented in Fig. 6 that
demonstrates a pronounced, but intuitively unex-
pected, nonlinearity in the explored rather modest
strain range (< 2:5%). These studies of human tis-
sue (breast cancer tissue excised during mastecto-
my) were carried with informed patient consent and
approved by the Ethics Committee of the Nizhny
Novgorod State Medical Academy. Despite appar-
ently small straining of the tissue (much smaller
than 10–30%, where nonlinearity is usually expec-
ted), Fig. 6 clearly demonstrates that the elastic
modulus of the tissue (i.e., derivative @�=@") varies
by � 3� for " < 2:5%. As pre-straining of tissue in
the order of a few percent is often required in OCE
(e.g., to ensure good probe–tissue contact, especially
in the common cases when the latter is not ideally
°at), this implies that the elastic modulus \result"
one obtains will be very much experiment-depen-
dent. Even if periodic averaging can be used by

applying small oscillating strain with smaller
amplitudes " < 10�3 typical for phase-sensitive
OCE, the estimated elastic modulus may still di®er
several times because of initial pre-straining. Thus,
even in apparently \small strain" elastographic
measurements, potential strong in°uence of the
tissue nonlinearity should be taken into account.
The bidirectional loading–unloading curves shown
in Fig. 6 overlap, indicating no hysteresis for this
breast cancer sample; however, we have preliminary
data (manuscript in preparation) that many other
tissue types do exhibit mechanical hysteresis, fur-
ther complicating the nonlinear tissue response.
Overall then, compressional OCE utilizing an in-
tervening reference layer opens up a novel for OCE
opportunity to study nonlinear tissue character-
istics that may o®er additional valuable biophysical
insights.

3. Summary and Conclusions

Although the basic idea of compressional OCT-
based elastography16 looks quite straightforward,
its realization was nontrivial and it took about
15 years to develop methods of reasonably accurate
strain mapping that enabled visualization of

Fig. 6. Experimental data showing nonlinear-elastic stress–
strain behavior obtained using compressional OCE, with a sil-
icone reference layer overlying an excised breast cancer tissue
sample. Note that the tissue Young modulus @�=@" varies
greatly (range �400–1400 kPa), although the strain range is
modest < 2:5%. The slope of the dashed line corresponds to the
mid-range Young modulus value of �1000 kPa. For compari-
son, the sti®er silicone reference layer had E �200 kPa. Arrows
indicate loading (upward) and unloading (downward) tissue
response; their near-overlap shows no hysteresis in this breast
cancer tissue (for details, see text).
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relative distribution of sti®ness. In the last several
years, signi¯cant progress was achieved in solving
another challenging problem in compressional OCE,
that of absolute quanti¯cation of the tissue sti®ness.
Although the basic idea of using sensor (reference)
layers with known sti®ness also appears quite sim-
ple, in this paper, we point out some obstacles
arising in its practical use and indicate possible
ways of overcoming these di±culties.

In particular, adhesion (stiction) of the calibra-
tion layer to the OCT probe surface, as well as
curvature and/or protrusion of the tissue surface
both signi¯cantly distort spatial strain distribution
and complicate the derivation of the true tissue
sti®ness maps. These distortions should be taken
into account in compressional OCE of biological
tissues, and potentially mitigated as suggested in
the current paper. In in vivo applications of OCE,
the use of periodic averaging for enhancing SNR
may not be feasible, and we discuss the use of the
\vector" method with cumulative strain mapping
as a possible route for maintaining suitable SNR
levels.

Finally, even if the above-mentioned methodo-
logical problems are resolved, conventional sti®ness
quanti¯cation in compressional OCE based on lin-
ear paradigm of tissue elasticity may prove inade-
quate because of intrinsic elastic nonlinearity of
biological tissues. The nonlinear e®ects may mani-
fest even for small strains (in the order of several
percent, where linear behavior is intuitively expec-
ted). Recently developed realizations of compres-
sional OCE enable measurements of this complex
nonlinear behavior, opening up interesting pro-
spects for characterizations of elastic properties
of tissues beyond the linear approximation with
potential novel diagnostic possibilities.
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